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ABSTRACT
The number of electric vehicles (EVs) and solar photovoltaic panels (PVs) are rapidly increasing in many power
grids. An important emerging challenge is managing their less desirable consequences (e.g. grid instability and
peak load), particularly in urban environments. We present a solution that matches the temporal nature of PV
generation and EV charging. This solution is a simple coordination strategy for EV charging which minimally
affects EV availability for drivers while maximizing the PV electricity generation absorbed by EV batteries.
The strategy is benchmarked with high-resolution data from a medium-sized European city. We find that this
coordination provides large benefits compared to commonly-observed uncoordinated charging patterns across
seasons and PV and EV integration levels. With charging coordination, almost 71%–92% of the EV charging
load can be provided by solar panels in the summer. However, winter’s lower solar irradiance results in a
larger range of possibilities (13%–76%), with the exact value depending on the combination of PV and EV
integration level. The gains compared to uncoordinated charging are generally highest in winter and similarly
vary based on PV and EV integration levels (from 5 to 63 percentage points). Additionally, these benefits do
not appear to come at a significant cost to EV availability for drivers.

1. Introduction
Environmental concerns about climate change and pollution have
created widespread interest in replacing coal- and natural gas-based
electricity generation with cleaner alternatives. While the burning of
fossil fuels is controllable and predictable in its electricity generation,
renewable energy sources (RES), such as solar photovoltaic panels

(PV), are weather-dependent and less easily manageable [1]. Thus,
a significant issue in the renewable energy transition has been the
supply-side change in predictability and controllability [2,3].
On the demand side, similar environmental concerns have encouraged a transition from transportation based on fossil fuels to one based
on electricity and (ultimately) renewable energy sources [4]. While the
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Table 1
Nomenclature.
Label

Unit

Description

PV
EV
RES
pp
GCR
p
t
S
𝑝𝑗→𝑘
N
E
𝐶𝜓
d
𝜂
L(t)
P(t)
M(t)
SF
LF

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
–
–
min
–
–
–
kWh
kW
km
kWh/km
kW
kW
kW
–
–

Photovoltaic panel
Electric vehicle
Renewable energy sources
percentage points
Ground Coverage Ratio
State transition probability
Time
EV state space
Vehicle transition probability from state 𝑗 to state 𝑘
Markov driving state transition matrix
EV battery energy state
Charging power for event 𝜓
Travel distance
Electricity consumption per travel distance
PV generation
EV charging load
PV generation coincidence with EV charging load
Solar fraction
Load fraction

scale are still scarce. Previous research has among others failed to
consider coordinated charging [13], have not assessed the impact of
coordination on grid stability instead of renewable utilization [22],
limited its scope to single instances of charging stations [21] or failed
to establish sufficient time resolution [17]. Our study addresses the
aforementioned shortcomings. The study is also novel in its realism,
as it defines EV driver discomfort as a critical assessment criterion
for the coordinated charging scheme. Specifically, the modeling and
granularity allows the study to determine the exact traveling delays due
to coordinated charging, thus scrutinizing the proposed methodology
with regard to one of the most relevant hindrances yet commonly
neglected assessment criteria for coordinated EV charging with PV generation [24]. Thus, our study provides actionable insights and informs
decision-making of electricity distributors, consumers, charging station
and system operators, and public institutions.
In this paper, we demonstrate the detrimental impact of uncoordinated charging and extend existing research by quantifying the benefits
of coordinated charging. In a first step, geospatial modeling provides
potential rooftop PV generation patterns. Next, EV usage patterns are
modeled with real-world transportation information. Based on this
usage, multiple EV charging strategies with different heuristics and
coordination strategies are compared with respect to their synergies
with PV generation. We use data from Rotterdam, a medium-sized
Dutch city, to quantify the model’s results.
In the following pages, we first review our methods and data (Section 2). We then describe the calculations of PV generation (Section 3)
and EV driving patterns (Section 4). Following a description of uncoordinated charging results (also in Section 4), we present coordinated
charging results in Section 5. We conclude by discussing some policy
implications and potential future work in Section 6.

technology has existed since the early days of electricity [5], electric
vehicles (EV) have recently become viable alternatives to vehicles using
internal combustion engines [6]. Consequently, EV counts are expected
to reach 125 million by 2030 [7], pushing a rapid and large-scale
increase in electricity demand in many regions.
As EV electricity demand grows, charging with cleanly-generated
electricity becomes vital for achieving positive environmental effects
from EV adoption [4]. Similarly, EV charging has potential for mitigating the intermittent supply issues of RES and thus smoothing their
grid integration [8,9]. Various studies on RES have examined the
interaction between wind generation and EVs; however, the synergistic
potential between solar energy and EVs is less researched [8]. Some
studies have analyzed PV potential or EV charging separately, with
few focusing on the intersection between the two technologies [10].
Shepero et al. [10] review various studies that have investigated the
potential to satisfy EV energy needs with PV generation [11–13]. Many
studies limit themselves to small-scale matching of EVs and PVs [14–
16]. Expanding the analysis of the alignment between PV generation
and EV charging to a city-wide scale is critical for understanding the
impact of these technologies on urban power grids. However, prior
city-wide studies had low granularity [17,18], disregarded temporal
matching [12] and/or oversimplified assumptions (see Shepero et al.
[10],Wu et al. [19] for details). These issues drastically limit the realism
and geographic applicability of their results and stress the lack of
conclusive high-resolution spatiotemporal studies on the synergistic
potential of PV generation and EV charging [12].
Additionally, the papers mentioned in the prior paragraph match
PV generation with uncoordinated EV charging behavior [13]. Although Good et al. [13] ascribe rooftop PV yields a considerable
potential in covering EV charging loads, they neglect the flexibility of
EV charging, whose patterns can be matched with PV generation [20].
Such coordinated EV charging has been attributed immense potential
to address the generation uncertainty of PV [21]. Studies on grid
stability have found charging coordination to be a crucial mitigator
of grid congestion [22]. However, the realism of the smart charging
methodologies in previous studies has been questioned [23]. Further,
the developed charging schemes are compromising the EV owners’
flexibility and are thus not realistically applicable [24].
This study represents a comprehensive simulation which integrates
state of the art simulation techniques for both PV generation and EV
use patterns to quantify the added benefit of coordinated charging
in a multitude of possible scenarios in a representative medium-sized
Western European city. While independent assessments and models of
EV charging and PV generation have proliferated in recent years [10],
granular models that integrate large scale real-life data sets at city

2. Methods and data
2.1. Solar panel generation
2.1.1. Panel installation characteristics
To calculate total electricity generation from solar panels in the
city, we first calculate the total surface area available for solar PV
installations (See Table 1 for full nomenclature.). Prior research [25–
27] has used light detection and ranging data to create a 3-dimensional
city-wide model. We used such data with a point density of 4 points per
𝑚2 for the city of Rotterdam, Netherlands.1 Such a model allows us to
differentiate roofs based on the suitability of various PV installation
setups. For example, some rooftops may be slanted or obstructed,
making them less suitable for PV installations. For tilted rooftops,
similar to Good et al. [13] we assume that tilt azimuths are uniformly
distributed and fall into seven azimuth values, from 90 degrees (east) to
270 degrees (west). North-facing roofs (azimuths of 270 to 90 degrees)
are removed due to suboptimal performance from own-roof shading.
We use an optimal tilt angle of 35 degrees based on solar irradiance
patterns in Rotterdam.
For flat rooftops, we assume both south-facing and east–west facing
panel setups. South-facing panels optimize power generation per panel,
but exhibit a low ground coverage ratio (GCR). Alternatively, east–west
facing panels, which gained popularity more recently, show higher GCR
values despite suboptimal azimuths and thus power generation. This
setup is also believed to create power generation that aligns better with
demand peaks, thus improving grid stability and reliability [28,29]. In
this paper, we consider both setups for flat rooftops. In the main text,
we report on results for south-facing panels. A description of results for
east–west facing panels (which are similar) is in Appendix 7.3.

1
This proprietary data was obtained from Sobolt. More details at https:
//www.sobolt.com/.

2
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Both rooftop panel setups are assumed to have fixed panel installations. For south-facing panels, self-shading due to higher panel tilts and
limited rooftop areas is a significant issue. Recent decreases in solar
panel costs have led to favoring increased panel numbers, reducing
inter-row spacing thereby increasing GCR while lowering panel tilt
in order to mitigate panel self-shading [30]. Thus, individual panels
produce less electricity, whereas the entire rooftop’s production is
maximized. Based on industry practice in Rotterdam, we assume a tilt
angle of 10 degrees and 53 centimeters of inter-row spacing, resulting
in a GCR of 0.66.
Unlike south-facing panels, east–west facing panels are subject to
negligible shading from other panels. Hence, only 10% of rooftop space
is assumed empty for maintenance purposes, while remaining space is
covered by panels with a GCR of 1.035. Panels are assumed to be split
equally between azimuths of 90 and 270 degrees with tilt angles of 15
degrees, similar to Good et al. [13].
2.1.2. Solar irradiance
To find horizontal solar irradiance per hour, we use Aguiar et al.
[31]’s method based on Markov transition matrices to generate local per-minute irradiance levels from aggregate climate data. We use
this methodology to find solar irradiance for sample weeks in winter
(December), spring (March), and summer (June).
This horizontal irradiance is transformed to direct and diffuse solar
irradiance on each PV panel. The former is translated directly based on
tilt and azimuth. Diffuse solar irradiance is split between anisotropic
and isotropic values, which is then transferred to direct irradiance
based on the model of Mckay [32].
The irradiance received by each photovoltaic module may be further reduced by losses from dirtiness and incidence angle. The model
from Martin and Ruiz [33] is used here to find the final real irradiance
value per solar panel.

Fig. 1. Conceptual visualization of transitions between locations for EV state space.

where 𝑝 represents the transition probability of a car transitioning from
state 𝑗 into state 𝑘, at time 𝑡.
A temporal resolution of one minute is selected in order to most
accurately reflect traveling times, energy consumption and ultimately
charging load. Thus, a Markov transition matrix can be drawn up for
every minute of the day:
⎛ 𝑝𝑡𝐻→𝐻
𝑁𝑡 = ⎜ 𝑝𝑡𝑊 →𝐻
⎜ 𝑡
⎝ 𝑝𝑂→𝐻

2.1.3. Solar PV panel generation
Based on panel characteristics and per-panel irradiance rates, we
calculate total electricity generation per minute per panel for each sample period (one week in spring, summer and winter). Similar to Byrne
et al. [34], we assume 20% module efficiency (i.e. efficiency of energy transformation from solar irradiance to electricity). Likewise, as
in Byrne et al. [34], Good et al. [13],Ko et al. [26], we assume
negligible losses from converters and other equipment and battery
charging.

𝑝𝑡𝐻→𝑂
𝑝𝑡𝑊 →𝑂
𝑝𝑡𝑂→𝑂

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2)

The driving distance and timing depend on the specific combination
of origin and destination. The driving state of an EV transitioning from
locations j to k can thus be expressed as:
𝑡
𝐷𝑗→𝑘

(3)

The state space and the associated Markov chain transition probabilities between location states are visualized in Fig. 1. Self-transitions
for EVs that remain within the location state at a certain point in time,
𝑡, are not depicted.
Altogether, 2880 transition matrices (2 × 1440 min per day) are
created to reflect the particular transition probabilities at every minute
of the day during the week and on the weekend. The matrices are
adopted from Shepero and Munkhammar [38], which based the transitions on Swedish travel data. Although the underlying travel data has
been obtained in a different geography, namely Sweden, the overall
travel patterns in Rotterdam are not expected to differ significantly,
since people in the Netherlands can be expected to go home, to work,
or to other locations in a similar pattern [13].
Initially all vehicles are located at home [18]. Subsequent night time
locations depend on the transition matrices. In contrast to some prior
research [18], including a driving state allows us to model non-instant
transitions, thus accurately modeling real-life driving times.
The actual traveling distance, as well as traveling duration, are
sampled from a subset of the Dutch Mobility Panel depending on the
origin and the destination of the trip.2 This data comprises 194,477
travel instances for which traveling destinations, motives, distances,
and traveling times are recorded. The following criteria were used to
exclude trips from the dataset:

2.2. Electric vehicle charging
We find the electricity demand for each EV at each time with a
three-step process. First, we simulate EV driving patterns based on
historical driving data. Second, we transform these driving patterns to
the EV’s battery charge state. Third, we determine the charging pattern
based on the charging strategy.
2.2.1. Simulating EV driving patterns
The timing and destination of EV rides are simulated with a Markov
chain model. Vehicle travel generally has a diurnal pattern, thus requiring a non-homogeneous Markov model [35]. Such a model was
similarly used in Good et al. [13],Widén et al. [36],Soares and Lopes
[37],Shepero and Munkhammar [38]. Similar to [13,38] the parking
states of EVs are distinctly defined as "Home", "Work" and "Other".
Unlike [13,38], this study adds a "Driving" state to account for traveling
times. Thus, the driving state, D, accounts for cars that are currently
traveling between any of the parking states. Together with the parking
states, this represents the state space, S. These states are shown with the
subscripts {𝐻, 𝑊 , 𝑂, 𝐷}. The transition probability between two states
can then be expressed as
𝑝𝑡𝑗→𝑘 = 𝑃 (𝐸𝑘𝑡 |𝐸𝑗𝑡−1 )

𝑝𝑡𝐻→𝑊
𝑝𝑡𝑊 →𝑊
𝑝𝑡𝑂→𝑊

2

(1)
3

More details at https://www.mpndata.nl/.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of travel distance (l), duration (c), speed (r).

Table 2
Overview of charging strategies.
Strategy

Temporal constraint

Locational constraint

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

None
After the last trip of day
Parking time > 120 min
None

None
At home
None
None

Whenever, wherever
End-of-day
Prolonged parking
Coordinated with PV generation

𝐶 𝜓 represents the charging power in kW that is used for charging
event 𝜓, 𝑑 is the travel distance in km, and 𝜂 represents electricity
consumption in kWh per km.
Our assumptions about the EV battery consist of the following:

1. Records without recorded travel distance (13,557) and records
with traveling distances below 300 m (7035).
2. Trips with negative traveling times (25).
3. Records with distances longer than 150 km (1577), as they do
not reflect the typical commute in the Netherlands.
4. Trips with a duration above 300 min (438), as such delays
exceeds the obstructions incurred in usual traffic jams.
5. Trips with average speeds of above 120 km/h (410) and below
2 km/h (1720).

1. EV Battery capacity has previously been assumed to be a truncated normal distribution of values [37] or a singular value [11,
29]. Here we assume an EV fleet consisting of short/medium and
long-range variants. Average battery sizes of 38 kWh and 72.5
kWh respectively were chosen from specifications for the most
common EVs in the Netherlands (Nissan Leaf and Tesla Model S,
respectively [39]). Similar to Soares and Lopes [37], these values
are used to draw actual battery sizes from a truncated Gaussian
distribution for each variant.
2. EV battery charge consumption was modeled as a kWh/km
energy consumption rate obtained from a truncated normal distribution [37]. The distribution means were set separately for
short/medium and long range EVs as 0.165 and 0.175 kWh/km,
respectively.
3. Regarding charging speed, we chose a uniform value for all vehicles. This assumptions mirrors those of past research [12,18]. In
the Netherlands, most public charging stations have a charging
rate of 11kW, which is used here [40]. However, if a car is
charged ‘‘on-the-go’’, the charging rate is assumed to be similar
to those of Dutch fast-charging stations, i.e. 44 kW [39]. This
aligns with the modeling choices of Soares and Lopes [37].
4. The initial state-of-charge of each EV at the beginning of each
sample week is assumed to be equal to its maximum capacity
for each EV. This is similar to most past studies (e.g. [18]).

After cleaning, the data comprises 169,715 travels instances. A distribution of trip travel distance, trip duration and trip average driving
speed is provided in Fig. 2. Travel distance follow an exponential
distribution with a majority below 10 km. This distribution appears
suitable to reflect the daily commutes of people living in a mid-size city.
Traveling duration and traveling speed follow a Poisson distribution
where trips under 15 min are the most common. However, a sizeable
long tail reflects traveling journeys of 45 min and more. Common
average speeds are between 10 to 25 km/h, reflecting the congestion
within a midsize city.
By sampling trips with distinct traveling times and distances, each
car can be assigned its own traveling speed. In this way, EV consumption per trip is based on the distance traveled within a certain time
interval and independent from time. Consequently, traveling patterns
become more realistic as opposed to previous studies, which assumed
fixed velocities [29].
Based on this model, the travel patterns of 1,000 cars are simulated
and subsequently extrapolated according to the EV penetration rate of
a scenario (similar to Rassaei et al. [20]). Simulating a higher number
of travel patterns provided negligible (≤ 1%) change in EV load and
final results.

We use this battery model to transform EV energy needs to grid
charging.

2.2.2. Battery charge state
We use the travel patterns for the EVs to find each EV’s battery
charge state at each time.
In line with Grahn et al. (2013) and Good et al. (2018), the energy
state E (kWh) of a vehicle’s battery at a given time t can be represented
by :
⎧ 𝐸 𝑡−1 + 𝐶 𝜓 × 𝛥𝑡
⎪
𝐸 = ⎨ 𝐸 𝑡−1 − 𝑑 × 𝜂
⎪ 𝐸 𝑡−1
⎩
𝑡

2.3. EV charging strategies
Regaining the energy used for transportation depends on when
charging the EV is possible. The available opportunities for EV charging depend on our assumed strategy. We consider three uncoordinated strategies which match those of past research. We add a coordinated strategy, designed to match solar PV generation with charging
opportunities. (See Table 2.)

(4)

4
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Fig. 3. Visualization of hierarchical charging algorithm.

at a randomly chosen time between 10PM and 4AM. Such hierarchical smart charging methodologies and control structures,
which prioritize EVs based on an underlying algorithm, have
been assigned increasing potential [45,46].

1. Strategy 1: Whenever, wherever The first strategy does not impose
any temporal or spatial restrictions on EV charging. Thus, EV
owners are assumed to charge their parked EV without temporal constraints (whenever) and without locational constraints
(wherever). This strategy has been identified by Soares and
Lopes [37],Denholm et al. [41] and generally shifts charging
load close to the actual discharge of the battery.
2. Strategy 2: End-of-day The second strategy simulates charging
depending on the subsequent travel intentions of the individual
EV driver. It models charging after the EV owner has parked
his car at home after the last trip of the day. Thus, charging
is limited to home charging, while the time of charging varies
depending on the travel pattern of a specific day. This strategy is suggested as a suitable approximation of uncoordinated
charging, e.g. in Falahati et al. [42].
3. Strategy 3: Prolonged Parking The third strategy models charging
based on the duration of every parking instance. No spatial
limitations are imposed on charging facilities, thus, charging is
assumed to take place in all locations. However, charging is
set to occur only in cases when the parking duration of an EV
exceeds two hours. In this way, the model reflects the tendency
to charge only during longer parking sessions [43].
4. Strategy 4: Solar-dependent The fourth strategy reflects the trend
towards smart charging strategies. As opposed to other strategies
focused on financial optimization and grid stability, this strategy
explores the ability to shift charging load depending on the
immediate availability of locally generated solar energy [44].
Thus, this strategy’s objective is to simultaneously maximize
solar fraction and load fraction subject to the EV and PV integration levels of the respective integration scenario. A visualization
of the hierarchical charging algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3. In
addition, if such energy is not available for charging prior to
a next-day driving event, extra charging is scheduled at night

Across all four strategies the model allows for impromptu charging
during a drive. As opposed to other studies which model the battery
discharge of an imaginary unlimited battery [13] or assume battery
charge to last for all trips [47], our study allows EVs to deplete their
battery during a ride. We assume whenever a car battery runs out of
energy during a trip, it is charged to 30% capacity at a 44 kW charging
rate [39]. Due to the increasing density of the Dutch EV charging
system, an additional detour for charging is not considered. This model
is similar to Soares and Lopes [37] who assumed a depleted EV battery
is charged for 15 min at 40 kW.
2.4. Scenario analysis
We focus here on the matching of solar PV electricity generation and
EV charging. To this end, we consider two metrics from two separate
perspectives.
The first, solar fraction, considers the extent to which EV charging
load can be covered by PV electricity generation. Based on Luthander
et al. [48], Munkhammar et al. [49], Good et al. [13],
𝑡

𝑆𝐹 =

∫𝑡 2 (𝑀(𝑡)𝑑𝑡)
1

𝑡

∫𝑡 2 (𝐿(𝑡)𝑑𝑡)

(5)

1

where 𝑀(𝑡) is the instantaneously coinciding part of the PV energy
profile, 𝑃 (𝑡), and the EV charging load profile, 𝐿(𝑡), defined as
𝑀(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐿(𝑡), 𝑃 (𝑡)).
5

(6)
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Fig. 4. PV Suitability in a sample region of Rotterdam, Netherlands.
Table 3
Overview of Scenarios.

Table 4
Annual electricity generation for scenarios with south and east–west-facing panels on
flat roofs in GWh.

Factor

Modeled instances

Season
PV integration (%)
EV penetration (% of suitable area)
Charging strategy
PV orientation on flat rooftops

Winter, Spring, Summer
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
3 uncoordinated, 1 coordinated strategy
south-facing and east–west-facing arrays

The second metric, load fraction, indicates the amount of solar generation that is absorbed by EV charging. Also following from Munkhammar et al. [49], Good et al. [13],

Integration Level

South

East–West

South per m2

East–West per m2

10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

196.6
393.3
589.9
787.7
986
1,177.6
1,369.3
1,560.9
1,747.5
1,931.4

231.7
463.3
695
927.8
1,161.1
1,387.8
1,614.5
1,841.2
2,062.7
2,281.7

226.6
226.6
226.6
226.9
227.2
226.1
225.4
224.8
223.7
222.5

211
211
211
211.3
211.6
210.7
210.1
209.7
208.8
207.9

𝑡

𝑆𝐹 =

∫𝑡 2 (𝑀(𝑡)𝑑𝑡)
1

𝑡

∫𝑡 2 (𝑃 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡)

(7)

the energy system. For flat roofs, panels can be installed in both south
and east–west configurations. The east–west panel setup consistently
leads to higher overall energy output, despite having a lower energy
output per installed 𝑚2 of panel. This is mainly a consequence of the
east–west setup’s higher GCR.

1

The solar and load fractions are assessed for multiple scenarios.
These scenarios vary in five dimensions, listed in Table 3. First, three
sample weeks in spring, summer, and winter seasons are considered,
due to each season’s varying transportation and generation patterns.
Second, PV integration levels are assessed from 0% to 100% of identified rooftops being used for solar panels (the current rate of Rotterdam
rooftops using solar panels is 2.2% [50]). Third, EV integration levels
are considered from none to all applicable transportation needs being
covered by the EV fleet. Fourth, scenarios differ based on which charging strategy is used. Lastly, we separately considered both south-facing
and east–west facing PV panels for flat rooftops.

4. EV driving and uncoordinated charging
EV electricity consumption patterns can be derived from EV driving
patterns. Based on a charging profile, these consumption patterns are
further translated into charging patterns. The Netherlands Mobility
Panel from the KiM Netherlands Institute for Transport Policy Analysis
contains travel patterns for a representative sample population. This
dataset contains 194,477 entries in the Netherlands between 2013 and
2016, categorized by start time and destination. These entries are used
to calibrate a Markov chain model of EV locations and driving patterns
(similar to that of [13]; details in Methods). Fig. 5 shows EV locations
for a sample weekday. Most state changes are in the early morning and
early evening hours, as drivers commute between home and work.
EVs discharge the energy stored in their batteries for these trips.
The battery consumption patterns follow a similar diurnal pattern.
Both travel and battery discharge also show weekly patterns, the latter
of which is shown for a sample week in Fig. 6. During weekdays,
commutes to and from work create large peaks in the early morning

3. City-wide solar photovoltaic generation
A model sample as well as rooftop PV suitability values are displayed in Fig. 4. This model is used to match PV panel installations with
suitable rooftop areas. The total suitable area of Rotterdam amounts to
11.57 km2 , a value higher than for Dutch cities of comparable size due
to Rotterdam’s high ratio (75%) of flat roofs.
Based on suitable rooftop areas and solar irradiance levels, we
calculate the potential PV generation per hour (details in Methods).
Table 4 shows the total annual PV generation per level of integration in
6
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hidden factor: how and when the EV is charged. Prior studies have used
multiple strategies for EV charging, with three being the more common
uncoordinated methods. The first strategy assumes opportunistic charging, where an EV user charges whenever and wherever possible [13].
The second assumes charging only at home after a day’s travels are
finished [42,51]. The third allows for charging whenever a car is parked
for a minimum time span [43], in our case 2 h. Fig. 8 shows how
well each strategy’s charging matches discharging patterns. Strategy
3 is very similar in its charging pattern to Strategy 1, so we assume
that opportunistic charging at any time is comparable to charging if
the parking time exceeds two hours.
The matching between PV generation and EV charging can vary
per strategy. Fig. 9 shows PV electricity generation and EV charging
load (top) and their differences (bottom) for Strategy 1 in spring with
10% PV integration and 50% EV adoption (similar visualizations of
sample weeks in winter and summer, as well as for Strategy 2 and
3, are included in Appendix 7.1.1.).3 Referring back to Fig. 7, this
sample indicates a setting that would, when time resolution is set to
one week or more, suggest 85% coverage of EV charging with solar
PV generation in spring, irrespective of charging strategy. However,
the high-resolution perspective outlines that the actually realized solar
charging from uncoordinated charging represents only a fraction of
85%.
When following uncoordinated charging strategies 1 and 3, EVs generally begin charging soon after driving ends. The south-facing panels
create a midday PV generation peak that consistently exceeds charging
load, leading to an energy surplus. The opposite is seen on weekdays
during early morning and evening hours, as arrivals at work and home
create energy deficit situations. Particularly large surpluses are seen
during the weekends, when commuting to and from work is minimal. A
different assumption may be that cars are charged upon arrival at home
after the final trip of the day (Strategy 2). In this setting, PV generation,
which is highest around noon, can be expected to poorly match EV
charging, which is delayed until evening. As expected, Strategy 2’s
results (Fig. 18 in Appendix) are worse overall than Strategy 1’s results
(Fig. 9). Periods of electricity surplus and deficit are far larger in
duration, average value, and peak value.
To quantify the comparisons between strategies, we use solar fractions as defined in Section 2.4. This metric is the share of the EV
charging load that is met by corresponding PV generation. Fig. 10
shows the solar fraction values for the spring sample week for the first
charging strategy. Compared to Fig. 7, the actual solar fraction values
are far lower and far more dependent on PV and EV integration levels,
charging strategy, and season. For the example of 50% EV penetration
and 10% EV integration, the solar fraction reaches 45.6% instead of
the value of 85% when disregarding temporal matching. These observations highlight the inherent volatility of solar irradiance and emphasize
the importance of granular analysis rather than aggregating irradiance
and charging demands across larger time horizons [10].
EV charging behavior is an additional determinant of the solar
fraction. Comparing results for Strategy 1 and 2 (Appendix 7.1.2), we
see that Strategy 1 generally shows higher solar fraction values than
Strategy 2 across all PV and EV integration levels and seasons. Solar
fraction values also differ across seasons. Higher solar irradiance and
extended hours of sunlight in the summer months allow for a larger
overlap between EV charging demand and solar energy availability.
Furthermore, the solar peaks at midday tend to be higher in summer,
leading to a larger coverage of EV charging needs through solar. As
a result, summer leads to comparatively higher solar fraction values,
while reduced solar intensity and time frames in winter lead to reduced

Fig. 5. EV location states throughout a day.

Fig. 6. EV energy consumption in the simulated spring week.

and evening hours, respectively. However, energy consumption during
the weekends is far more limited.
Total EV discharging over a long time period, e.g. one week, can
be considered equal to the total electricity used for EV charging (with
energy transfer losses included). Based on the amount of EV and
PV integration, these charging needs may be met with PV electricity
generation. Fig. 7 compares total EV charging demand and total PV
generation for different levels of PV integration and EV penetration in
sample spring and winter weeks. In spring, there are very few configurations that would not allow for the EV charging demand to be met by
PV generation. In winter, however, some low PV integration and high
EV integration levels lead to a lower proportion of EV charging load
being met by PV generation. In summer (not shown), all PV electricity
generation over long time horizons is higher than the potential EV
charging load. Generally, most if not all of EV charging can potentially
be met by PV generation alone.
However, these aggregated analyses over long time horizons can be
misleading. PV generation and EV discharging patterns vary dramatically on a minute-to-minute basis. More importantly, the relationship
between EV travel (i.e. discharging) and charging is mediated by a

3
The current rate of Rotterdam rooftops using solar panels is 2.2% [50];
thus 10% PV integration is closest to the most current case. 50% EV adoption
is shown here to represent a middle ground in charging load.
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Fig. 7. PV generation share of EV charging per integration scenarios for sample weeks in winter (left) and spring (right).

Fig. 9. Strategy 1: PV electricity generation and EV charging load (top) and their
differences (bottom).

For comparison with prior research [13,48,49], we also investigated
how much of PV generation is absorbed by EV charging, i.e. the load
fraction. These results mirror solar fraction results and are included in
Appendix 7.1.3.
Fig. 8. Charging load and energy consumption across sample week for S1 (top), S2
(middle), S3 (bottom).

5. Coordinating EV charging
The consideration of timing can significantly alter how much of an
EV’s energy requirements are met by PV generation [13]. Coordinating
EV charging to better match PV generation trends can potentially
improve solar fraction values and thus help solve the intermittency
issue of solar energy [4,45]. The coordination mechanism prioritizes

values. In the sample case with 50% EV penetration, 10% PV integration and charging at any time (strategy 1), a summer value of 62.4%
compares to 45.6% and 14.4% for spring and winter, respectively.
8
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Fig. 10. Solar Fractions for first uncoordinated charging strategy in spring.

Fig. 13. Charging Load and Energy Generation for Strategy 4 (10% PV integration
50% EV integration).

charging EVs when solar energy is available (and charging is possible),
and is only overridden if a critically low state of charge is predicted by
the travel model.
Compared to the uncoordinated charging strategies, coordinated
charging creates a large divergence between EV travel (battery discharge) and EV charging. Fig. 11 shows the distinct midday peak
charges and additional night-time top-ups depending on necessity.
These charging occasions are largely independent of actual EV energy
consumption, which peaks in the morning and afternoon.
We can compare the various charging strategies to understand
whether they are comparably unobtrusive for the driving preferences
of EV owners in the long-term. Uncoordinated charging, particularly
Strategy 1, place no restrictions on owner’s charging, and thus maximize their potential battery charge at any given time. Coordinated
charging, however, plans charging events based on the grid’s preferences. Such prioritization could lead to the depletion of EV batteries in
the long-run, leading to driver constraints. However, as Fig. 12 shows,
coordinated charging leaves EV batteries with charging states similar
to the uncoordinated strategies across the entire week. In the longterm, the coordinated charging strategy creates negligible constraints
for travel for EV owners (we discuss short-term travel constraints later).
We next investigate the temporal match between PV generation and
EV charging for charging strategy 4 (coordinated charging). Fig. 13
illustrates these results for a sample spring week with 10% PV and 50%
EV integration. EV charging is centered around noontime and closely
mirrors the distribution of PV electricity generation. Notable exceptions
are the first weekday, when EV charging load is too low to absorb the
significant solar PV generation and the last weekday, where the second
day of reduced weekend EV consumption leads to excess solar energy.
The spikes in charging load between days represent non-solar night
charging, required to charge the depleted batteries of cars which have
a trip planned before 12pm the following day. They are indicative
of an unavoidable temporal mismatch between solar availability and
EV charging load, as well as a total energy deficit of 15% of the

Fig. 11. EV energy consumption vs. coordinated charging.

Fig. 12. Average charge levels.
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Fig. 14. Solar Fraction values with coordinated charging for winter (l), spring (c) and summer (r).

Fig. 15. Solar Fraction gain in pp from coordinated charging compared to S1 (l), S2 (c), S3 (r) in spring.

total EV energy consumption in a sample week in spring (with 10%
PV integration and 50% EV penetration). Night-time charging appears
to significantly increase after weekdays with reduced solar irradiance
(Tuesday and Thursday in our sample).4
We next compare solar fraction values in coordinated charging
across PV and EV integration levels and seasons, as shown in Fig. 14.
All EV and PV integration levels in the spring are associated with solar
fraction values above 80%, with a few exceptions in case of high EV and
low PV integration. In the extreme case of 100% EV penetration and a
corresponding PV integration of 10%, the solar fraction drops to 45%.
In EV/PV penetration combinations which lead to considerable energy
surplus, the solar fraction does not exceed 84%. In winter, solar fraction
values are significantly reduced, ranging from merely 12.6% (10% PV
and 100% EV) to 75.8% (100% PV and 10% EV). During summer, the
extended window of daylight drives up the solar fraction to consistently
high values, ranging from 70.6% to 91.6% for the respective cases.
Nevertheless, a solar fraction of 100% remains elusive. This divergence
from full solar charging is ‘‘unavoidable’’ with such coordination in
charging, unless EV availability for drivers is entirely ignored. Including
external batteries or V2G (Vehicle-to-Grid) technology, which renders
an EV capable of storing electricity and later feeding it back into the
grid [8], also bridges the temporal mismatch between solar availability
and charging needs and could enable an increase in the solar fraction
towards 100%.
Our main research interest is in comparing the coordinated charging
strategy (4) with the uncoordinated strategies (1–3) in how they match

PV generation and EV charging. Fig. 15 shows solar fraction gains
between these strategies for spring (Appendix 7.2.2 contains plots for
summer and winter seasons). Compared to uncoordinated charging
at any time (Strategy 1) and when cars are stopped for longer than
two hours (Strategy 3), coordinated charging enables solar fraction
increases of 15–29 percentage points (pp) in spring. Compared with
end-of-day charging (Strategy 2), solar fractions are increased by more
than 33 pp, up to almost 58 pp. Similar results for load fraction were
calculated and are included in Appendix 7.2.3. A comparison of energy
utilization across all strategies in spring for 50% EV integration and
10% PV integration is presented in Table 5.
An important consideration for coordinating EV charging is its effect
on the EV’s availability for the driver. Coordinated charging is designed
to de-prioritize EV availability and instead prioritize the matching of
charging patterns with PV generation. The night-time charging ensures
all drivers have enough battery for their next-day trips and thus minimizes occurrences where drivers need to make charging stops during
a drive. In the Strategy 4 sample discussed above, with 10% PV and
50% EV integration for a sample spring week, merely 0.5% of drivers
needed to stop during a ride to recharge a critically low battery. Even
in an unfavorable winter scenario with only 10% PV integration and
70% EV penetration, only 2.1% of the EV drivers incur a delay and
thus are negatively impacted by prioritizing solar availability. Hence,
the coordinated charging strategy used here has a negligible impact on
the EV’s availability to the driver.
In summary, we find that coordinating EV charging strongly increases the amount of solar PV generation absorbed by EV energy
consumption. These results vary significantly with season, with higher
solar fractions in the summer and lower values in the winter. Yet
coordinated charging bears significant gains across all seasons when
compared with any form of opportunistic charging. These improvements sacrifice EV availability for drivers, which are only marginally
relevant in low PV integration scenarios in winter.

4
Seasonality also affects the charging patterns for Strategy 4. The nightcharging peaks are more prominent in winter times, as fewer cars receive the
necessary energy during the day. In summer, the night charging peaks are
significantly lower (A comparison of the 50% EV and 10% PV scenario for
winter, spring and summer is depicted in Appendix 7.2.1).
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Table 5
Energy comparison across strategies (sample week in spring with 50% EV integration and 10% PV integration;
columns 2,3, and 4 in MWh, columns 5 and 6 in %).

a

Charg. Strat.

EV loada

Sol. char.

Non-sol. char.

Solar Frac.

Load Frac.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

3328.1
3314.6
3326.7
3285.8

1516.6
615.2
1473.8
2431.5

1811.5
2699.4
1852.9
854.4

53.6
21.7
52.1
74.0

45.6
18.6
44.3
85.9

Whenever, wherever
End-of-day
Prolonged Parking
Coordinated

Divergence due to minor differences in charging states at midnight at week’s end

6. Conclusions

thermal technology [54] and newer Solar Thermally Activated Façade
(STAF) panels [55]. Thus, charging coordination together with cityscale rooftop solar photovoltaic generation can complement existing
as well as future solar solutions and thereby catalyzes the adoption of
renewable energy sources.

With the rapid increase in PVs and EVs in many regions across the
world, the challenges of integrating one may be solved by opportunities
created by the other. Unlike most traditional generation resources,
solar units are uncontrollable in their electricity production. EVs are
also unlike most other electricity consumption sinks, as the battery
detaches energy consumption (driving) from grid use (charging). Thus,
the consumption needs of EVs can be adjusted to match the uncontrollable nature of PV generation. Ignoring the temporal constraints of
PV generation and EV charging could misleadingly dilute the benefits
from EV charging coordination and present unreasonably high benefits
to matching. Considering the temporal constraints, we show that this
matching is possible over most ranges of PV and EV integration with
minimal disruption to EV users. In particular, we show how a simple
coordination mechanism can drastically improve outcomes compared
to generic uncoordinated charging behaviors, such as charging whenever a car parks or charging at a day’s end. This gain does not come at
a significant cost of EV availability for drivers.
Similar to prior research [13,52], we find that opportunistic (uncoordinated) charging leads to low amounts of solar energy being
absorbed by EV batteries. Even in scenarios with significant solar
energy surplus (e.g. PV generation producing 426% of EV charging
requirements in a scenario of 50% EV and 50% PV penetration) the
share of solar energy of the entire charge (solar fraction) represents
merely 60.8%, 27.4%, and 58.0%, for the uncoordinated charging
strategies 1 (charging whenever), 2 (charging at day’s end), and 3
(charging when parked for over 2 hours), respectively. This divergence
is primarily due to the difference of charging peaks (in morning and late
afternoon) from midday solar peaks and only appears when high time
granularity is used. This granularity depends not only on the modeling
choices, but also on the availability of such granularity in the dataset.
With the simple coordination mechanism, we find that EVs can
absorb far higher ratios of solar PV generation. In the aforementioned
scenario with abundant solar availability (and a maximum potential
solar fraction of 85%), the solar fraction totals 82.4% - a gain of 22,
55, and 24 percentage points in the share of solar energy compared
to strategy 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This coordination mechanism
generally works well for all seasons. Surprisingly, the proportionate
gains of coordinated charging over uncoordinated charging is highest
in winter scenarios. Due to the low solar fractions in winter, the
gain ratio is calculated on top of a smaller denominator, leading to a
proportionally larger gain in winter. In absolute terms, however, the
gain in solar energy used for EV charging by strategy 4 is highest in
summer (when available solar energy is highest).
Our findings emphasize the immense potential of charging coordination for the efficient utilization of solar energy. As such, the
proposed solution can complement other solar solutions. Coordination
can increase the viability of building-integrated photovoltaic systems
(BIPVs), which are found to be environmentally and economically
beneficial [53] and thus are promising in cities where rooftop solutions
might be less feasible. The proposed coordination solution does not
interfere with but rather complements other solar solutions. When integrating with entire household systems, this solution also benefits the
integration of non-photovoltaic solar solutions, such as traditional solar

6.1. Limitations and future work
Although derived for the Dutch city of Rotterdam, the findings
and especially the temporal benefit of charging coordination can be
extrapolated to cities of similar population density, topography, and
latitude. Generally, cities at lower latitudes would experience smaller
differences across seasons. The immense coordination gains in the
winter scenarios underline the potential for latitudes which experience seasons of extremely short windows of daily sunlight. Given
data availability, our study’s methodology can be similarly applied
to other cities that may differ significantly from our sample case. It
would be particularly interesting to apply these methods to cities with
differing road networks and modes of transport, such as larger Asian
metropolises.
This study examines direct charging of EV batteries with solar
energy. Energy storage between the two, e.g. stationary batteries, has
been omitted in this study. These technologies contain much potential
for increasing solar and load fractions [13,56]. In this regard, V2G or
V2H (Vehicle-to-Home) technologies, can utilize EVs as decentralized
energy storage for locally generated excess power and thereby introduce additional flexibility to the energy system [4,57]. However, these
technologies require additional hardware and impose other unique
challenges for transmission and distribution networks [45,58]. This
limited viability discouraged us from considering V2G energy transfers.
Furthermore, our study does not include the behavioral aspects of
EV charging. Previous studies have for instance considered household
energy demand and its correlation with EV charging loads [49,59].
A comprehensive study may include both behavioral factors and their
influence on electricity demand to assess matching with PV generation.
On the supply side, our study’s focus on the city scale prevents us
from considering synergies between PVs and other RES generation.
Particularly at night time when solar energy dips, wind energy could
be a suitable alternative [60]. Further research can study these synergies and their influences on increasing matching with EV energy
consumption.
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